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One carbon atom and two oxygen atoms bonded together create an invisibSe gas called 
carbon dioxide. C0
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, oxygen and other gases form the Earth's atmosphere. Carbon 

Rays from the sun pass through the Earth's atmosphere. Some of these rays heat up 

the atmosphere, as this heat is trapped by cor Softe ~ ,1 r. are reflected to 
outer space, and this is how the earth loses heat, ........ "o -by radiating 
sunrays back out into space. This process is ,.,r, -.- called the 
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large amounts of carbon, 

is an element found in every living thing. Oxygen is another _, 
element in the air we breathe. \ ; 
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Carbon in the air is taken up 

and stored by plants. When leaves, 
branches, and bark fall to the ground, 

they rot. and some of their carbon 
ends up in the soil. 

especialty in the deep ocean, partly stored in aquatic plants and partly dissolved in the water. 
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•greenhouse effect". Without the greenhouse .... :~~ effect, Earth 
_,, would be 100 cold for plants or animals to ,,..-:,, ....... :---... 
\.- live. ' I \\ 
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Plants take in C0
2 

from the air, and use the 'carbon' component to 

make wood, leaves, stems and roots. About half the weight of dry 
wood is acrually carbon. The heavier the wood is the more carbon 
that is stored. Forests thus etore a 101 of carbon in trees and soil. 
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Rising temperatures 
The honest days of the year may become hotter be
cause of rising global 1emperatures. Hot regions will 
have more extreme droughts and wikJfires. Hurricanes 
and other tropical stonns thrive over warm ocean water, 
so we may see more of them. As ocean temperatures 
Increase, storms may become more violent. 
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col to the air faster than 
1he Earth can 

lake it up. 

When trees are burnt they 
release their carbon back 

Rising levels o f co,. and other gases, released by human acilvltles cause 
the Eanh' s temperature to Increase. This Is called 'Global Warming' . Rising 

~I-~~~~~ air temperatures change weather Including where and how often rain falls. 

Changing rainfall and seasons 
We may see changes in where, when and how 
much rain falls, causing too much rain in some 
places and not enough in others. As temperatures 
rise. seasons may become harder to predict and 
floods and droughts may become more extreme. 

As these weather panems change It Is called 'Global Climate 
Change'. 

More crop failure 
The production of many agricultural crops in tropical regions 
may dwindle, because of lower rainfall and hotter cempera
rures. This will have major impacts on food availability. 
Diseases and crop pests may come to thrive in areas where 
farmers have never faced them before. Drooghts, Roods and 
storms may cause additional problems. 

Rising sea levels 
Rising global temperatures cause water. curren tly 
frozen in ice caps and glaciers, to melt. This water 
causes the ocean water level to rise. Many low 
lying and coastal areas will flood. and small islands 
may completely disappear. 
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